There is some evidence that cognitive flexibility negatively impacts cognitive restructuring skill acquisition with brief training; however, there is little understanding of how this relates to learning cognitive restructuring over the course of a therapy program, and how it relates to overall treatment outcome. This study assessed the impact of cognitive flexibility on cognitive restructuring skill acquisition following group CBT, and on treatment outcome, along with changes in cognitive flexibility over treatment. 44 older participants with anxiety and depression completed self-report and neuropsychological tests of cognitive flexibility and a clinical interview at pre and post-treatment. Qualitative and quantitative measures of cognitive restructuring were completed at post-treatment. Pre-treatment cognitive flexibility was not related to the quality of cognitive restructuring at post-treatment or overall treatment outcome. However, it did predict reduction in subjective units of distress from using cognitive restructuring and therapist ratings of cognitive restructuring ability at post-treatment. Few participants showed changes in cognitive flexibility over treatment. Those with poorer cognitive flexibility may not find cognitive restructuring as useful to alleviate emotional distress as those with better cognitive flexibility. However, those with poorer cognitive flexibility can still benefit from standardised CBT, even if their use of cognitive restructuring is less effective.
Introduction
Although there are a number of reviews and meta-analyses demonstrating the efficacy of cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) for late-life anxiety and depression (Goncalves & Byrne, 2012; Gould, Coulson, & Howard, 2012; Hendriks, Voshaar, Keijsers, Hoogduin, & van Balkom, 2008; Pinquart & Duberstein, 2007; Samad & Gilbody, 2011; Thorp et al., 2009) , older adults experience normal age-related cognitive changes that may have the potential to impact their ability to engage and use particular CBT techniques. Executive functioning skills broadly, and cognitive flexibility more specifically, appears to be important for the ability to utilise certain CBT techniques, but requires further investigation given that it naturally declines with age. To date, little research has examined whether declines in cognitive skills impact on either overall treatment outcomes, or on specific therapy skill acquisition. Given the ageing of the world's population, it is important that more research is focused on understanding the impact of agerelated cognitive changes in older adults on the treatment of mental health problems.
CBT represents a collaborative form of therapy that requires active participation and skill acquisition by clients, and in particular, the practice and use of skills outside of the therapy session to improve clients' ability to utilise more adaptive ways of thinking and behaving (Beck, Rush, Shaw, & Emery, 1979; Burns & Spangler, 2000; Kazantzis & Lampropoulos, 2002) . Older adults are a heterogeneous age group with varying health status, cognitive and functional abilities, and despite high levels of acceptability and preference for psychological interventions for mental health, older adults have predominantly received medication treatment as a first line intervention for mental health problems (Landreville, Landry, Baillargeon, Guerette, & Matteau, 2001; Mohlman, 2012; Olfson & Marcus, 2009; Unützer et al., 2003) . Improving the potential for older adults to receive evidence-based and client-preferred treatment also involves understanding and examining some of the barriers faced by clinicians. Cognitive therapy has presented a particularly controversial issue for clinicians working with older adults. Historically, there have been suggestions that older adults are not able to effectively engage in cognitive restructuring given the requirements for abstract reasoning skills and that cognitive restructuring may need to be altered or abandoned with this age group (Church, 1983; Koder, Brodaty, & Anstey, 1996; Wilkinson, 1997) . Others have suggested that modification and adaptations should not be considered necessary with all older people but might be for some (Laidlaw, 2001; Laidlaw, Thompson, Dick-Siskin, & Gallagher-Thompson, 2003; Zeiss & Steffen, 1996) . However there is little empirical guidance regarding clinical features that might indicate the need for a change to treatment as usual.
There is some evidence that executive functioning may be one of the factors involved in poorer treatment outcome for some older adults. Two studies with late-life Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD) have found that although pre-treatment executive functioning skills did not predict treatment outcome, changes in executive functioning over treatment did (Mohlman, 2013; Mohlman & Gorman, 2005) . These studies found that older adults with executive functioning skills that fell in or below the low-average range at both pre and post-treatment showed a poorer treatment response compared with those who had intact executive skills at pre and post-treatment. In addition, those who showed an improvement from pre to post-treatment in executive functioning showed the greatest reduction in anxiety symptoms (Mohlman, 2013; Mohlman & Gorman, 2005) . Another study found that CBT supplemented with an executive skills training program targeting sustained, alternating, selective, and divided attention, improved treatment outcomes compared with standard CBT (Mohlman, 2008) . While these studies suggest that executive functioning is involved in the ability to benefit from CBT, executive functioning represents a broad range of skills and it is unclear what specific aspect of executive functioning is important. Given that CBT interventions incorporate a number of different treatment techniques, it is also unclear which treatment components were negatively affected by executive dysfunction in these studies.
The skills required for cognitive restructuring closely map those involved in cognitive flexibility. Cognitive flexibility is one aspect of executive functioning, and is a trait characteristic or general cognitive ability that allows an individual to consider multiple ideas, flexibly switch cognitive sets and inhibit habitual responding patterns when environmental contingencies change (Rende, 2000; Scott, 1962) . These processes seem important for the successful implementation of cognitive restructuring, where the individual is required to identify a negative automatic thought, generate evidence that contradicts that thought, and subsequently generate a more adaptive or helpful way of interpreting the situation (Beck, 1976; Beck et al., 1979) . Cognitive restructuring is a specific therapeutic skill that specifies how an individual should change their thinking, and directs an individual to shift their thoughts and beliefs in a particular adaptive way. Cognitive flexibility is likely to be an important mental ability to facilitate the learning of cognitive restructuring as a skill to increase adaptive functioning and the ability to adjust to changes in life circumstances.
In two previous studies, cognitive flexibility has been shown to be important for cognitive restructuring skill acquisition in older clinical and non-clinical samples (Johnco, Wuthrich, & Rapee, 2013; Johnco, Wuthrich, & Rapee, submitted for publication-a) . In these experimental studies, cognitive restructuring skill acquisition was measured by rating an individual's ability to apply cognitive restructuring to a personally distressing situation and unhelpful thought by generating good quality disconfirmatory evidence, generating a more adaptive thought, and experiencing a significant reduction in subjective distress as a result of the cognitive restructuring process. The results indicated that in the non-clinical older sample, poorer cognitive flexibility was associated with reduced ability to learn cognitive restructuring with brief training in an experimental session (Johnco et al., 2013) . Similarly, when a clinical sample of older adults with anxiety and depression was compared to a non-clinical sample, cognitive flexibility was found to partially explain poorer cognitive restructuring skill acquisition in the clinical older adults compared to the non-clinical older adults (Johnco et al., submitted for publication-a). In a similar study, (Mohlman, 2013) examined the effects of executive functioning more broadly on a range of clinical outcomes including cognitive restructuring ability. She found that verbal executive functioning skills were related to the amount of disconfirmatory evidence generated by older adult participants with Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD) applying cognitive restructuring for the first time in therapy. In addition, both verbal and non-verbal executive functioning skills were related to the efficacy of cognitive restructuring to reduce subjective distress ratings. These studies together suggest that impaired cognitive flexibility and executive functioning skills negatively impact the implementation of cognitive restructuring among older adults (Johnco et al., 2013; Mohlman, 2013) . However, because these results are from brief cognitive restructuring interventions, either during the first in-session practice of cognitive restructuring or in an experimental paradigm, it is unclear whether cognitive flexibility and executive functioning impacts the ability to learn cognitive restructuring over the duration of therapy in which cognitive restructuring is regularly practiced, and corrected by a therapist. Understanding whether these findings extend to posttreatment skill acquisition is important to better determine whether reduced cognitive flexibility or executive functioning is a pre-treatment factor that would indicate the need to adapt or eliminate cognitive restructuring with some older clients.
This study aimed to extend previous findings by assessing firstly, whether cognitive flexibility can be used as a pre-treatment indicator of post-treatment cognitive restructuring skill acquisition; secondly, whether pre-treatment cognitive flexibility is predictive of overall treatment outcome; and thirdly, whether cognitive flexibility performance changes over the course of CBT. Based on previous findings, we hypothesized that those with poorer pre-treatment cognitive flexibility would show poorer cognitive restructuring skill acquisition, and poorer treatment response. We also expected that cognitive flexibility would improve from pre to post-treatment, as anxiety and depressive symptoms improved.
Method

Participants
A clinical sample of older adults with comorbid anxiety and depression (N ¼ 44, female ¼ 52.3%, age range 61e78, M ¼ 66.73, SD ¼ 4.42) were recruited from the CBT treatment arm of a larger randomized control trial for the treatment of anxiety and depression in late life (Wuthrich, Rapee, Kangas, & Perini, in preparation) . All participants had participated in a related study prior to treatment in which cognitive flexibility and the ability to learn cognitive restructuring in an experimental session was examined (Johnco et al., submitted for publication-a). They were invited to participate in this follow-up study, after receiving 11 sessions of CBT, to look at longitudinal results and the impact of treatment on cognitive flexibility and cognitive restructuring skill. Drop-out rate was low from pre to post-treatment (N ¼ 4). Three participants dropped out of treatment and therefore were unsuitable for follow-up testing due to a lack of cognitive restructuring practice, and one participant declined to attend the post-treatment testing session due to carer responsibilities. Only the data for participants who attended both experimental sessions (pre and post treatment) were included in this study (N ¼ 40) . Demographic details for the sample are presented in Table 1 .
All participants met DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) diagnostic criteria for both an anxiety and mood disorder at pre-treatment as assessed using the Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule for DSM-IV (ADIS, Di Nardo, Brown, & Barlow, 1994) at the entry point to the treatment study, with either a mood or anxiety disorder being primary, and the other being secondary. Prevalence rates for the primary disorders were as follows: 38.6% primary Generalized Anxiety Disorder, 27.3% major depressive disorder, 13.6% anxiety disorder not otherwise specified, 6.8% dysthymia, 4.5% social phobia, 4.5% major depressive disorder not otherwise specified, 2.3% posttraumatic stress disorder, and 2.3% Agoraphobia without Panic Disorder.
Materials
Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule (ADIS-IV; Di Nardo et al., 1994): The ADIS is a structured interview designed to assess and diagnose anxiety disorders according to DSM-IV criteria, and to assess a range of commonly comorbid conditions including mood disorders, somatoform and substance use disorders. Each diagnosis receives a clinician severity rating (CSR) from 0 to 8, indicating the clinical and functional severity of the disorder, with ratings !4 indicating that full diagnostic criteria were met. Participants had a mean baseline severity score (see below) of 5.95 (SD ¼ 1.06) for their primary diagnosis and 4.91 (SD ¼ 1.10) for their secondary diagnosis. Participants were assessed by graduate level students who received training in the use of the instrument and supervision from an experienced Clinical Psychologist on all diagnostic decisions. Reliability coding was conducted on 25% of ADIS interviews in the RCT from which the clinical sample was drawn, with acceptable interrater reliability (kappa ¼ .70 for mood disorder and .72 for anxiety disorders).
Geriatric Anxiety Inventory (GAI; Pachana et al., 2007) : The GAI is a 20-item self-report measure designed to assess the severity of anxiety symptoms in the elderly. Items have a forced-choice yes/no format and are all scored in a single direction. Scores above 8 (out of 20) are indicative of diagnostic levels of anxiety (Pachana & Byrne, 2012) . This measure has demonstrated good reliability and validity in a range of geriatric settings (Pachana & Byrne, 2012; Pachana et al., 2007) .
Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS; Yesavage et al., 1982) : The GDS is a 30-item self-report scale designed to assess the severity of depressive symptoms in the elderly. This scale has a yes/no format, and studies indicate that scores above 11 (out of 30) are indicative of diagnostic levels of depression . The measure has demonstrated good reliability and validity for use with older people .
Cognitive Flexibility Inventory (CFI; Dennis & Vander Wal, 2010) : The CFI is a 20-item self-report scale designed to measure flexibility in terms of understanding and responding to the world. The Alternatives subscale reflects a person's ability to generate multiple solutions to difficult situations and perceive multiple alternative explanations for events. The Control subscale reflects a person's tendency to perceive difficult situations as controllable. Higher scores on this measure indicate greater cognitive flexibility. The Alternative and Control subscale were not correlated in an older clinical sample, suggesting that the total score is not appropriate to use, and these subscales assess different constructs. The Alternative subscale assesses the consideration of multiple solutions (e.g., "I consider multiple options before making a decision" and "I look at difficult situations from many different angles") while the Control subscale assesses more self-efficacy based beliefs about being flexible (e.g., "I am capable of overcoming difficulties in life", "I have no power to change things"). This measure demonstrated good internal consistency and convergent construct validity with the Cognitive Flexibility Scale (CFS; Martin & Rubin, 1995) in a student sample, older clinical sample and older non-clinical sample (Dennis & Vander Wal, 2010; Johnco, Wuthrich, & Rapee, submitted for publication-b) , however the convergent validity with neuropsychological measures of cognitive flexibility was poor, suggesting that this scale measures a different aspect of cognitive flexibility compared with neuropsychological testing (Johnco et al., submitted for publication-b) .
Cognitive Flexibility Scale (CFS; Martin & Rubin, 1995) The CFS is a 12-item self-report scale that assesses the aspects of cognitive flexibility considered relevant for effective communication: awareness of communication alternatives, willingness to adapt to the situation and self-efficacy in responding flexibly (Martin & Rubin, 1995) . Each item on the questionnaire consists of a statement dealing with beliefs and feelings about behaviour. The CFS demonstrates adequate internal consistency and high, 1-week testeretest reliability in a student sample (Martin & Rubin, 1995) . This measure has shown adequate internal validity in an older sample and convergent validity with the CFI, although has poor convergent validity with neuropsychological measures of cognitive flexibility (Johnco et al., submitted for publication-b).
Addenbrooke's Cognitive Examination e Revised (ACE-R; Mioshi, Dawson, Mitchell, Arnold, & Hodges, 2006) : The ACE-R is a brief cognitive screening test sensitive to mild cognitive impairment and dementia. The ACE-R includes a Mini-Mental State Examination score and five sub-domain scores (attention and orientation, memory, verbal fluency, language and visuospatial ability). The total score ranges from 0 to 100, with higher scores reflecting better functioning. Scores under 82 are indicative of dementia (Mioshi et al., 2006) . Wisconsin Card Sorting Test e Computer Version 4 (WCST-C4; Heaton & PAR Staff, 2003) : The WCST-C4 is a computerized neuropsychological test of cognitive flexibility and set-shifting in response to changing environmental contingencies (Heaton, Chelune, Talley, Kay, & Curtiss, 1993) . Participants are presented with four stimulus cards and required to sort the remaining cards by matching to the stimulus cards, but not given instructions on the matching principle (colour, number or shape). Participants must determine the sorting rule based on feedback following each sort. This task requires organization and planning, the ability to effectively utilise feedback to shift cognitive set and the ability to modulate impulsive responding (Spreen & Strauss, 1998) . Normative data adjusted for age and education was used (Heaton et al., 1993) . The perseverative errors index was used in analyses given its relevance to cognitive flexibility.
Trail Making Test Part B (TMT-B; Reitan & Wolfson, 1985) : TMT-B is a pencil and paper task that requires alphanumeric sequencing. This task measures cognitive flexibility mental set shifting, visual processing and psychomotor speed (Spreen & Strauss, 1998) . Greater completion time indicates poorer cognitive flexibility. Normative data corrected for age and education was used from the Mayo's Older American's Normative Studies to score the task (MOANS; Ivnik, Malec, Smith, Tangalos, & Petersen, 1996) .
Controlled Oral Word Associations Test (COWAT; Benton & Hamsher, 1976) : The COWAT is a commonly used verbal fluency task that requires the participant to generate as many words as possible in a 60-s interval beginning with a specified letter. The standard letters (F, A and S) were used (Strauss, Sherman, & Spreen, 2006) . Recommended scoring was used and excluded proper nouns and repetitions from the total score. MOANS normative data corrected for age and education was used to score this task (Ivnik et al., 1996) .
Stroop Color-Word Test (Golden, 1978) : The Stroop colour-word is a commonly used measure of inhibitory control, and requires participant to name the ink colour of a colour-incongruent word (e.g., correctly naming the ink colour red when the printed word says "BLUE"). This task requires the participant to inhibit an automatic reading response in favour of a less familiar colour-naming response. Data was normed using MOANS norms corrected for age and education (Ivnik et al., 1996) .
Ruff Figural Fluency Test (RFFT; Ruff, 1988) : The RFFT is a pencil and paper task that measures design fluency. Participants are presented with a series of dot patterns, with and without distractors present in the task, and are required to generate a series of unique designs. Scoring assesses the number of unique designs generated under a time constraint, along with the ratio of perseverative responses to unique designs (called the Error Ratio). Scoring was corrected for age and education (Ruff, 1988) .
Treatment
Participants completed a manualised group CBT program (Wuthrich, 2009 ) delivered by graduate students in clinical psychology given regular supervision. Treatment consisted of 11 sessions of 2 h duration over a 12 week period. Treatment components included psychoeducation, mood monitoring, activity scheduling, cognitive restructuring, problem solving, sleep strategies, graded exposure, assertiveness training and dealing with grief and bereavement. This group program has demonstrated in a randomized controlled trial to be an effective treatment for comorbid anxiety and depression in older adults . During CBT participants practiced cognitive restructuring as outlined in the group treatment manual (Wuthrich, 2009) and for homework using the program's structured form. The form instructs participants to rate the intensity of their subjective units of distress (SUDs) following the identification of the triggering situation, cognition and emotion on a scale from 0 to 100. Prompting questions are provided to assist participants to generate a range of disconfirmatory evidence, such as: "what alternatives are there to this situation?" and "how likely is it that this will really happen?". Participants use this evidence to produce an adaptive thought and re-rate their SUDs. Participants for this study were recruited from 7 consecutive CBT groups, with each group consisting of 5e8 members.
Treatment Outcome Assessment: Treatment outcome was examined in a categorical and continuous way. First, participants were categorically classified as treatment responders using a reliable change index (Jacobson & Truax, 1991) to assess whether change in primary diagnostic severity was clinically significant. Participants were classified as treatment responders if the change in their primary diagnosis exceeded the 95% confidence interval (RCI AE 1.96). Second, a difference score was calculated between pre and posttreatment ADIS primary diagnosis CSR to assess reduction in disorder severity over treatment.
Post-treatment Cognitive Restructuring Assessment: In a posttreatment experimental session, participants were asked to demonstrate their ability to complete a cognitive restructuring form in the way that they had been practicing in treatment. They were directed to think of a recent or current distressing situation and then complete the form unassisted. Their ability to do this was scored for quality by an independent clinical psychologist accredited in CBT using existing coding criteria focussing on the ability to generate good quality evidence and a suitable replacement thought (see Johnco et al., 2013 for more information). In addition the reduction in SUDs ratings within the cognitive restructuring task was calculated as a measure of the efficacy of cognitive restructuring to decrease emotional distress.
Therapist-rated Cognitive Restructuring: The therapist that facilitated each group program rated each participant at the end of the 11-week program on the extent to which they thought the participant was able to successfully implement cognitive restructuring to manage personal challenges at the conclusion of therapy. Ability was rated on the 0e3 scale shown in Table 2 . Given participants were part of a group program and are often invited to assist in Table 2 Therapist-rated cognitive restructuring.
Score
Description 0 Irrelevant or missing responses to negative cognitions. For example, client fails to challenge the validity of the cognition, provides only information that supports the negative cognition (e.g., last week I forgot to pay the electricity bill), or does not use the technique independently. 1
Poor cognitive restructuring skills. Elicits only problem solving responses to negative cognitions, with no direct challenging of the cognitions (e.g., in response to challenging a cognition about having no-one to talk to at a social function e "try to avoid future situations like this", or challenging a cognition about having a heart attack e "be brave, drink water and pray"). 2
Weak attempts to dispute or disprove automatic thoughts, or responses that specify no clear adaptive perspective or behaviour (e.g., "Maybe it won't happen", "Hang in there", "You're just catastrophizing"). Client demonstrates rudimentary skills but has problems effectively using cognitive restructuring to effectively manage negative automatic thoughts. 3
Strong cognitive restructuring skills. Client is able to independently implement this skill and shows realistic attempts to seek evidence that disputes the validity of automatic thoughts, or develop an adaptive alternative interpretation of the situation (e.g., "I can negotiate with him further about my needs", "Just because my child got a divorce doesn't mean I'm a failure as a parent". "His behaviour stems from his alcoholism, and I can't take the blame for that".)
cognitive restructuring examples for other group members, therapists received the following instructions:
"Please provide a rating of this client's cognitive restructuring skills at the end of therapy. Please consider how well the client was able to independently use cognitive restructuring to manage their negative cognitions. This may be evident from their discussion of homework, and in-session examples and contributions. When rating this skill acquisition, please consider how well the client can apply this skill to their own thoughts and situation rather than how well that can challenge other people's negative thoughts."
Procedure
The study was approved by the relevant Human Research Ethics Committee, and all participants provided informed written consent prior to participation. Participants attended an experimental session immediately following the completion of the group treatment program to complete the self-report questionnaires, neuropsychological tasks and the post-treatment cognitive restructuring task. Therapist ratings of participants' cognitive restructuring ability were completed by the primary therapist immediately after the final treatment session.
Results
Preliminary analyses
First, we checked the validity of creating a composite score by combining scores on the neuropsychological measures of cognitive flexibility. This is important because it is not unusual for cognitively intact older adults to score in the impaired range on only one or two individual measures (Brooks & Iverson, 2010; Palmer, Boone, Lesser, & Wohl, 1998) due to factors such as anxiety, fatigue or confusion over task demands. In our previous study (Johnco et al., submitted for publication-a), we demonstrated the validity of the composite score by showing that the scores on the COWAT, Stroop, TMT-B, RFFT Unique Designs and WCST Perseverative Errors all loaded onto one factor. Therefore in this study we first validated the established model for deriving the composite score using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) on the pre and post-treatment cognitive flexibility measures using the Analysis Moments of Structure program version 5 (Arbuckle, 1983e2010). In the CFA, factor loadings were constrained to be equal over time, with the highest loading measure (COWAT) set to 1, and covarying the pre and post error terms, as well as the latent cognitive flexibility factors. We used maximum likelihood estimation to assess model fit. Model significance was determined using the chi-squared statistic (with a non-significant result desirable). Model fit was determined using RSMEA (Steiger & Lind, 1980) The loadings for the COWAT, RFFT Unique Designs, WCST Perseverative Errors, TMT-B and Stroop onto the latent variables were 1.00, .68, .71, .78 and .81 respectively. The data from these composite scores was imputed using regression imputation and was used in subsequent analyses. Given that the RFFT Error Ratio did not load on the same factor as the other measures in Johnco et al., (2013) the z-score for this measure was entered separately in analyses.
Bivariate correlations were conducted between demographic factors (age, education, and number of health problems), cognitive flexibility factors (cognitive flexibility self-report measures, neuropsychological composite score and RFFT Error Ratio), cognitive restructuring outcome variables (cognitive restructuring quality, reduction in SUDS and therapist rated cognitive restructuring ability) and treatment outcome variables (reduction in ADIS severity score, reduction in GAI score and reduction in GDS score) and suggested that education was correlated with pre-treatment and post-treatment RFFT Error Ratio performance (r ¼ À.361 and À.370 respectively), as well as with reduction in ADIS severity score (r ¼ À.490). As such, education was entered as a covariate into regression analyses. Table 3 summarises descriptive statistics on measures of anxiety and depression, self-report and neuropsychological measures at pre at post-treatment, as well as the percentage of participants who fell in the borderline to impaired range ( 9th percentile) on neuropsychological tests. Paired t-tests showed improvement from pre to post-treatment on structured clinical interview severity ratings (ADIS CSR), self-report measures of anxiety and depression (GAI and GDS), self-report measures of cognitive flexibility (CFI Alternative and Control subscales and CFS), Stroop, COWAT, RFFT Unique Designs and WCST perseverative errors, as well as on the cognitive flexibility composite score. To assess the relationships between predictor and outcome measures, partial correlations controlling for education were conducted between pre-treatment cognitive flexibility measures and cognitive restructuring and the reduction in ADIS CSR treatment outcome measure, and ANCOVAs were conducted for the relationship between cognitive flexibility measures and the treatment responder outcome measures (see Table 4 ).
Aim 1: cognitive flexibility as a predictor of post-treatment cognitive restructuring skill acquisition Separate hierarchical multiple regressions examined predictors of SUDs reduction and cognitive restructuring quality. Participant level of education was entered on the first step, and pre-treatment neuropsychological measures and self-report measures of cognitive flexibility (cognitive flexibility composite score, RFFT Error ratio zscore, CFI Alternatives subscale, CFI Control subscale and CFS score) were entered on the second step for each multiple regression. For the model predicting reduction in SUDs scores across the cognitive restructuring task, the first step with education only was not significant (F(1, 42) Aim 2: cognitive flexibility as a predictor of treatment outcome A logistic regression was conducted to assess whether pretreatment cognitive flexibility predicted treatment responder status entering education on the first step and pre-treatment cognitive flexibility measures on the second step. The first step was significant (c A regression was conducted to assess whether cognitive flexibility at pre-treatment predicted the change in ADIS CSR from pretreatment to post-treatment, again entering education on the first step and pre-treatment cognitive flexibility measures on the second step. The first step was significant (F(1, 42) Aim 3: change in cognitive flexibility over treatment
Given that neuropsychological measures are often subject to practice effects, an adapted version of the classic reliable change index (Jacobson & Truax, 1991) method that corrects for measurement error and practice effects on neuropsychological tasks by including a constant based on group-level average change (Heaton et al., 2001; Woods et al., 2006) , was adopted using the formula outlined in Parsons, Notebaert, Shields, and Guskiewicz (2009) . Participants were considered to have shown reliable improvement or decline when they exceeded the 95% confidence interval. As shown in Table 5 , there was limited reliable change on measures of cognitive flexibility, with less than 10% showing a reliable improvement and less than 5% showing decline in cognitive flexibility skills over treatment.
Discussion
There is an increasing body of evidence to suggest that cognitive flexibility and executive functioning skills may be implicated in poorer cognitive restructuring skill acquisition and treatment outcome for some older adults. The first aim of this study was to examine whether reduced cognitive flexibility prior to treatment would impede the learning of cognitive restructuring skills over treatment. While previous studies have suggested a link between cognitive flexibility or executive functioning and poorer early attempts at cognitive restructuring skills (Johnco et al., 2013 , submitted for publication-a; Mohlman, 2013) we were particularly interested in whether this impacted on individuals' ability to learn cognitive restructuring over a standard therapy intervention in which there was opportunity to practice the skill repeatedly. In this study, we measured cognitive restructuring ability in three different ways and found differences in how cognitive flexibility predicted cognitive restructuring performance based on the different scoring methods. First we examined cognitive restructuring ability by using a quality rating derived from independent scoring that coded ability according to the significance of the evidence collected. Second we examined cognitive restructuring skill based on changes in SUDS ratings given by participants themselves, thus gauging emotional change from the client perspective. Finally we examined cognitive restructuring skill based on therapists' impressions of the participant's ability to use cognitive restructuring on their problems.
Similar to previous findings (e.g., Johnco et al., submitted for publication-a), we found better cognitive flexibility was associated with a greater reduction in self-reported emotional distress (SUDS) from using cognitive restructuring, and that cognitive flexibility was related to better therapist-rated cognitive restructuring skills at post-treatment. The failure to find a significant relationship between pre-treatment cognitive flexibility and posttreatment cognitive restructuring based on independent quality 1 Results from treatment outcome analyses suggested a similar pattern of results when using the GAI and GDS examined in both a categorical and continuous way. Detailed results have not been reported but are available on request from the authors.
ratings was unexpected given our previous findings demonstrating that cognitive flexibility was associated with the ability to learn cognitive restructuring skills (quality ratings) in one session. There are two possible interpretations of this finding. Given the modest sample size in comparison to our previous study involving a clinical sample, along with the small percentage of the sample that showed impaired cognitive flexibility, our power was limited in terms of being able to detect what is likely a small effect. If this is the case, it may be that poorer cognitive flexibility does negatively impact on technical use of cognitive restructuring, in addition to overall therapist ratings and reduction in emotional distress, although we were unable to detect this effect. Alternatively, it may be that although cognitive flexibility and executive functioning appear to hinder cognitive restructuring skill acquisition with brief interventions or early in therapy (Johnco et al., 2013 , submitted for publication-a; Mohlman, 2013), it does not prevent successful technical skill acquisition over longer term interventions due to continued repetition of the skill. In other words, given sufficient practice, even older adults with poor flexibility might eventually "catch up" in learning the technique, even though they do not seem to benefit as much from the strategy overall as indicated by reduction in SUDS ratings. The best way to measure cognitive restructuring skill remains unclear, and each of our outcome measures is likely to have assessed a different aspect of cognitive restructuring skill acquisition. It is likely that clients' self-rated change in SUDS ratings and therapist ratings of cognitive restructuring ability reflect more of an overall measure of how well clients were able to use this skill to assist with reductions in emotional distress, but may not reflect specific technical or procedural ability within a cognitive restructuring form. Most participants showed moderate to good quality cognitive restructuring skills in a procedural sense (quality ratings), and cognitive flexibility did not predict this. However, accurate technical use of a cognitive restructuring form may not be necessary for older adults to experience a benefit from cognitive restructuring. There may be some idiosyncratic adaptations that older adults make to this skill as they progress through therapy, such as key questions that prompt a more helpful thought that reduces distress, but that does not necessarily challenge the evidence for each of the unhelpful thoughts. The overall therapist rating and SUDS reduction from using cognitive restricting is likely to capture these more individual ways that people use cognitive restructuring over time, and indicates that although those with poor cognitive flexibility may be able to learn cognitive restructuring in a procedural way, they do not experience as much emotional benefit from using this technique as those with better cognitive restructuring. It is possible that there are weaknesses in using the quality coding criteria. For example, generating one good piece of disconfirmatory evidence would not be sufficient to score high on technical ability, but may reflect a clinically significant shift in emotional distress. Anecdotally, some older adults often report that it is sufficient for them identify that a thought is unhelpful in order to generate a more adaptive way of understanding and responding to a situation. Again, while this would be scored lower in terms of technical ability, the emotional impact or being able to disengage from this unhelpful thought process may be sufficient for symptom relief, and would be rated positively by therapists. However it is also possible that therapist ratings of cognitive restructuring skill use may be confounded by therapist perceptions of treatment progress, rather than specific skills use.
Given that self-report measures of cognitive flexibility appear to assess a qualitatively different aspect of flexible thinking, these measures were included in the current study. There was little evidence of a relationship between self-report measures and cognitive restructuring ability, and no significant relationship with treatment outcome. The CFI control subscale was a significant predictor of reduction in SUDs as a result of cognitive restructuring. This subscale assesses the tendency to perceive difficult situations as controllable, and is most probably a measure of selfefficacy rather than cognitive flexibility per se (Johnco et al., submitted for publication-b) . These results suggest that increased self-efficacy or perception of control over situations at pre-treatment was related to greater ability of cognitive restructuring skill to reduce subjective distress at post-treatment. The CFI alternatives subscale assesses the ability to generate multiple solutions, and more closely maps onto the construct of cognitive flexibility, however it did not significantly predict any cognitive restructuring outcome measure, suggesting little utility of selfreport measures of cognitive flexibility to predict cognitive restructuring skill acquisition or treatment outcome. The CFS assesses flexibility in communication styles and was a significant predictor of therapist ratings of cognitive restructuring, although this was a negative relationship. This effect was particularly small and since it is inconsistent with theoretical predictions and with the other results, warrants replication in larger samples. These findings indicate that neuropsychological assessment of cognitive flexibility shows a relationship with post-treatment cognitive restructuring skill acquisition but self-report measures do not. These results are consistent with previous findings that suggest that self-report measures assess a different construct to neuropsychological measure of cognitive flexibility (Dennis, 2009; Johnco et al., submitted for publication-b) . The second aim of this study was to assess whether pretreatment cognitive flexibility predicted overall treatment outcome. Cognitive flexibility did not predict treatment outcome and this finding is consistent with previous studies that failed to show that pre-treatment executive functioning predicted treatment outcome (Mohlman, 2013; Mohlman & Gorman, 2005) . Therefore, it appears that CBT can still be beneficial for older adults, even if they show poor cognitive flexibility. CBT treatment programs include several treatment techniques other than cognitive restructuring. It is not clear whether those with poorer cognitive flexibility gained some advantage from cognitive restructuring that facilitated overall treatment outcome, or whether they failed to get any benefit from cognitive restructuring, but gained sufficient benefits from other techniques in the treatment which compensated for this and supported symptom improvements. Dismantling studies that look at the influence of individual therapeutic techniques in isolation might be able to address these possibilities.
The third aim of this study was to assess whether cognitive flexibility changed over the course of treatment. Using the reliable change method, less than 10% of participants showed a reliable change on cognitive flexibility measures and less than 5% showed a decline, suggesting that overall, participants' cognitive flexibility skills were maintained over time regardless of improvements in anxiety and depression over treatment. While there was a significant improvement using t-tests, the lack of change using a reliable change index suggests that any improvement may reflect practice effects on neuropsychological tasks, or a loss of power when switching to a dichotomous measure of improvement. These findings differ from previous studies that found common changes in executive functioning skills over treatment (Mohlman, 2013; Mohlman & Gorman, 2005) , although the method used to calculate change in these studies was based on whether performance was above or below the low-average range on a number of tasks, rather than reliable change indices. Given that changes in neurological structures are likely to take longer than changes in behaviour or emotional reactivity, it is possible that the lack of change may be due to the short space between the two assessment intervals (approximately three months). Alternatively, it may be that a program based on teaching emotional management strategies might not affect neuropsychological processes, or that the generally high level of cognitive functioning created a ceiling effect on neuropsychological testing. It is possible that changes in cognition are more general, with improvements in more general executive functioning as found by Mohlman (2013) , and Mohlman and Gorman (2005) , rather than in cognitive flexibility as a specific executive functioning skill.
There were a number of limitations to this study that need to be considered. First, our sample represents a relatively young sample, with high levels of education. Although recruitment for the treatment outcome study from which these participants were drawn was widespread, the reality is that participants attended a university clinic which was situated in a middle to above-middle class metropolitan area. Given that a relatively small subsample showed cognitive flexibility skills in the borderline to impaired range, and that this was even smaller when considering the composite score of all test performances, it is possible that the high levels of education and cognitive function in this sample may explain the lack of findings for research questions two and three (relationship of cognitive flexibility to treatment outcome, and change in cognitive flexibility over time). Second, while the overall findings were consistent, studies of pre-treatment factors often fail to demonstrate significant prediction due to limited power caused by small samples. Our analyses were exploratory and aimed to identify potential avenues of study into treatment mediators and moderators within larger treatment trials. It is likely that the small sample size limited the power to detect some smaller effects. No Bonferroni adjustments were made with the multiple analyses conducted due to these power issues, and as such the type 1 error may be inflated. In addition, the ratio of participants to predictors in regressions is underpowered, and results warrant replication. The best way to measure cognitive restructuring ability remains a complex issue and although we used three different measures, there may be alternative ways of assessing cognitive restructuring. Given the different findings between different outcome measures of cognitive flexibility, our findings should be replicated in larger samples, perhaps incorporating more regular assessment of cognitive restructuring skill to allow examination of rates of skill acquisition for cognitive restructuring abilities and factoring in homework compliance and amount of feedback on cognitive restructuring tasks from therapists.
It would be clinically relevant for future studies to assess whether there was a relationship between cognitive flexibility and the ability to maintain treatment gains at longer follow-up periods after the cessation of active treatment. It may be that those who are more flexible are able to continue to utilise treatment techniques independently, while those who are more rigid need additional support to successfully adapt to new problems. The suggestion that CBT might improve cognitive flexibility skills is an important one, and although not established in this study, further research should focus on this issue as improvements in cognitive flexibility might have the added benefit of reducing risk for dementia, for which anxiety and depression are risk factors (Diniz, Butters, Albert, Dew, & Reynolds, 2013; Jorm, 2000) . Further research could also explore the benefit of adding cognitive remediation training in addition to CBT to improve treatment outcome in those with poorer cognitive skills, as the initial research is promising (e.g., Mohlman, 2008) . There has been some interest in threshold effects, whereby a certain level of cognitive functioning may be necessary and sufficient for skill acquisition. Given the high functioning sample used in this study, examination of this question was beyond the scope of this article. However future studies would benefit from examining this threshold issue in a larger sample of cognitively compromised older adults.
This study extends previous findings suggesting that poorer cognitive flexibility negatively impacts the ability to use cognitive restructuring in a way that reduces emotional distress. However, poorer cognitive flexibility does not necessarily prevent older adults from being able to learn a formal cognitive restructuring technique over the course of treatment, or to benefit from an overall CBT program. Cognitive flexibility may be a useful clinical marker to indicate the value of cognitive restructuring for some individuals and allow for a greater focus on alternative methods of cognitive changes, such as behavioural experiments or coping statements, however it should not be used as a rationale to avoid implementing cognitive therapy altogether as a substantial proportion of older adult clients were able to successfully implement and benefit from this skill. Contemporary models of CBT with older adults (Gallagher-Thompson, Steffen, & Thompson, 2010; Laidlaw, 2001; Laidlaw et al., 2003) , highlight the collaborative nature of CBT and allow for idiosyncratic differences in skill acquisition and implementation. Cognitive flexibility may be one of the pretreatment factors to consider during case formulation and treatment planning with older adults.
